CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 CONCLUSION

From the above data it can be concluded that:

1. Teacher conduct the daily exam not maximal or not totaly congruence with demand of curriculum 2013 because some factor such as minimal training or guiding from the government to arrange the assessment, lack understanding how to develop and implement standardized assessments and students interest and motivation to study of physics subjects is still very low.

2. Physic teacher implemented the assessment standart of daily exam in 66.24% where frailness at some factors like teacher not prepare seriously the assessment instrument of daily exam, not analyze the result using scoring guideline, not conduct exact remedi and enrichment, not give personal constructive command to student.

5.2 SUGGESTION

From the above data can suggest that importance of particular concern government education department supervisors to provide new information in the assessment demand to Curriculum 2013 and schools must update the assessment system so that the onset of improvement that is expected to improve education in Indonesia.